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INTRODUCTION

As an institution dedicated to international, multidisciplinary and consultative human rights policy research, the International Council on Human Rights Policy is committed to facilitating dialogue and discussion. In keeping with this commitment the Council is pleased to publish this Discussion Paper on sexuality and human rights.

In early 2008, the Council decided to begin work on the subject of sexuality and human rights. The theme is both vast and controversial, and the Council’s initial aim is to clarify the essential elements of a policy discussion of sexuality and sexual rights from a human rights perspective, and by doing so perhaps enable discussion to progress.

On the basis of preliminary research, it became clear that a number of conceptual challenges need to be addressed. The Council therefore commissioned a paper from Alice M. Miller, a leading academic in the field. The Council asked her to examine the content of sexual rights, the evolution of their discussion, and problematic issues that need further consideration, in order to assist the Council to identify the focus of its project on sexuality.

The paper sets out many of the questions, conflicts and dilemmas that mark this subject and impede discussions of sexuality and sexual rights. It frames the issue in ways that we feel will be useful and fresh for activists, policy-makers and human rights practitioners. We hope its publication will help those working in the field of sexuality to measure the potential relevance of human rights, and help human rights advocates to look more inclusively and more deeply into the subject of sexuality.

We describe this as a “Discussion Paper”, because it departs from the models of consultative research that have characterised the International Council’s work. It is the first in a series that we will publish from time to time.

Robert Archer, Executive Director, ICHRP.
SCOPE OF THE REPORT

This paper considers current human rights claims in relation to sexual rights, in formal human rights structures and processes. It shows that troublesome but predictable disjunctures continue to constrain the evolution of coherent and progressive policy positions in this area. Given that there is powerful opposition to sexual rights and sexual rights work globally, more coherence is keenly needed. As an independent organisation, the International Council on Human Rights Policy's (ICHRP) aim is to help generate clearer thinking about sexual rights, and in particular to promote discussion and debate that will be helpful both to non-governmental organisation (NGO) advocacy, and to research and policy in this area.

This analysis appears at an interesting time, when some concepts in the field of sexuality and human rights are far advanced and others are just in their initial stages. Excitement, need, confusion, disapproval, discomfort and vastly different stages of development characterise both formal and informal work on rights and sexuality. In particular, there is no well-conceptualised agreement about the following issues:

- The rationale for, and scope of, state regulation of sexuality in public and private life.
- The nature of rights to sexual speech and regulation of material with sexual content.
- The content of the state's obligation to create conditions that protect and provide for the diversity of human sexual conduct.
- The scope of privacy with respect to information about a person's sexual identity and sexual history, including information on sexual offences, HIV status, etc. This issue is linked to the increasing (and troubling) deployment of the concept of ‘informed consent’ in the context of sexual conduct.

The report considers some of the reasons why coherent policy is lacking, specifically in these areas and more generally in historical and modern human rights advocacy about sexuality. It then examines some specific current problems at international level.

In doing so, it focuses largely on formal human rights work in the United Nations (UN) and other international fora which draw on international human rights standards and mechanisms. Nevertheless, regional, national and local claims drive much of the international work that is done on sexuality. The report therefore addresses some local claims, not in their context or complexity but as they are deployed and integrated in (or diverge from) international human rights standards. The goal is to draw principles, theory, legal standards, lived experience and political possibility together, towards a new vision of sexuality and human rights.
It should be emphasised that the report highlights (but does not resolve) the implications of recognising that sexuality and therefore sexual rights arise at the point where public and private domains – the private body and the body politic – meet. The fact that sexuality spans both dimensions makes it necessary to re-conceptualise human rights that are relevant to sexuality, in order to cover more fully the public as well as private worlds. More deliberate work on the incorporation of concepts of participation and human dignity as human rights could be particularly useful for sexual rights. Because sexually stigmatised persons are often denied standing as public actors, it is important to focus on participation as a key human rights value. The notion of human dignity is similarly essential, although it can have a complicated and gendered (often restrictive) bias, particularly when applied to women.

The report considers the tensions and voids within human rights thinking and principles with regard to sexuality, and considers some of the structural and political reasons for under-development in this area. Lack of clarity, aggravated by various ideological differences, undermines sexual rights as a coherent set of claims within human rights. Lack of critical thinking also makes it more likely that sexual rights can be hijacked for purposes that restrict human diversity and global justice. As Gayle Rubin wrote almost 25 years ago, “it is difficult to make such decisions [about what policies on sexuality should be supported or opposed] in the absence of a coherent and intelligent body” of thought about sex.

Bringing sexuality to human rights, with an emphasis on affirming common humanity, requires a deliberate commitment to become more self-aware about the ‘ideological formations’ (Rubin’s term) that govern our assumptions about sexual behaviours and expression; and willingness to explore the assumptions that underlie different political, religious and cultural arguments about sexuality. Drawing from Rubin’s diagnoses of sexual politics in the United States, one can argue that two pervasive beliefs have undermined inquiry into a global, rights-driven standard of legitimacy for sexuality, and these beliefs are often held by both advocates and opponents of sexual rights. One explains all of sexuality (its desires, practices and organisation) as a natural, ‘just so’ emanation of the body. The other distrusts sex, particularly sex that is not subject to dominant gender rules. Put another way, both historically and today, almost all sexual behaviour has to be justified: traditionally, by reference to marriage, reproduction; today, by love. In addition, ‘health’ (and the discursively related but different standard ‘healthy outcomes’) has become a new term of judgement regarding sexual behaviour.

Historical analysis and self-reflection are starting points for our analysis, though not the main content of this paper, because they establish the pre-conditions for any constructive project on sexual rights. As in other fields of human rights where intra- and cross-cultural evolutions must occur, through reflection we may hope to reach a workable consensus about how rights can contribute to broader social acceptance of diverse sexual interests and practices, even if we lack total agreement on every aspect of sexual behaviour or expression.

Political and strategic questions about human rights practice, to the extent that they relate to sexuality, are also highlighted without being analysed deeply in this inquiry.

The report references history and practice in order to focus on a set of unanswered questions regarding human rights principles governing sexuality. It argues that examination of human rights practices – advocacy, research and documentation, jurisprudence – reveals rhetorical agreement on some issues and principles, but also exposes silences and tensions at the core of current sexual rights work.

The report’s central question is: according to which principles, and in agreement with which standards and jurisprudence, should human rights work on sexuality develop?

In human rights work, advocacy, documentation and legal frameworks are mutually constitutive. Human rights organisations document facts which they believe have legal relevance to the rights claim at issue; advocacy campaigns arise from and organise around demands to end abusive practice, bolstered by reference to violations ‘proved’ by documentation. Both activities are structured in light of the binding obligations contained in human rights treaties. A tight connection therefore exists between documentation practices and legal frameworks governing sexuality; and, where we seek new legal frameworks, we will need to review human rights reporting practices. At the same time, as human rights NGOs generate new legal claims linked to the documentation of abuses, they become better able to evaluate the degree to which they document abuses sufficiently. Is the range of sexual rights concerns covered? Is the legal framework adequate to address these concerns?

In this examination, gaps and silences and contradictions emerge, as Chapters II and III argue. Taking a step back to search for principles that might resolve certain claims reveals that common principles are lacking that would enable legal frameworks to conceptualise obligations regarding sexuality more effectively. At a basic level, this lack impedes the development of constructive recommendations, by NGOs and advocates, to guide and monitor state interventions.

Further, agreements forged on the basis of unexamined beliefs about sexuality can become tools of repressive or inadvertently harmful NGO and state actions. Awareness of what governs our thinking about sexuality makes it possible to productively analyse the current practices, claims and ideologies of sexual rights advocates, and understand how these are reflected in human rights standards.
Chapter I surveys current work on the interplay between human rights and sexuality in its new and dominant form: rights-based advocacy and calls for standards on ‘sexual rights’. Deeper inquiry, however, reveals incomplete and uneven content in this new field.

The report goes on to present some political, conceptual and practical reasons for this thinness. Streams of work linked to women’s rights and reproductive health, understood as one aspect of social regulation of gender, now appear to have been divorced from work on gender expression and gay identity, despite initial political and analytic links. These projects persist not merely as distinct streams in national, regional and international venues, but sometimes seem to be non-complementary, despite sharing in common the phrase ‘sexual rights’. Moreover, whilst sexual rights advocates often employ a common rhetoric, these different advocacy and policy communities at times have different priorities and power. Divisions are exacerbated by confusion over what sexuality entails, and whether rights should or do address conduct, identities, relationships, sexual expression, individuals or groups; or when a problem is about sexuality or gender and how these aspects interact. Discussion or agreement regarding key principles of sexual rights will remain fraught in the absence of clarity on these questions.

In the second part of this chapter, the report therefore suggests how careful analysis, using social construction theory, can help make visible the different ways that sexual behaviours, identities, and relationships are organised and prioritised in different parts of the world. This body of theory moves us from thinking of sexuality as circumscribed by bodies, towards thinking about power and the power of ideas as constitutive of sexuality and therefore a key target of sexual rights work. This shift makes it possible to develop a politics of justice around sexuality. At present, sexual rights work tends to focus on three aspects of sexuality: sexual conduct, sexual identity, and relational status or orientation. Developing a politics of justice with respect to sexuality enables us to add participatory citizenship to the three aspects of sexuality that must be supported by human rights.

Chapter II considers state regulation of sexuality and the role of human rights. It reflects briefly on the reasons why international human rights law and practice historically accommodated restrictive and discriminatory state regulation of sexuality. It then turns to the emerging consensus around principles that would support the exercise of sexual rights, affirming: “the equal right of all [adult] persons to consensual sexual activity in private, free of discrimination, coercion, violence and threats to health, and the right to determine if such conduct results in reproduction.” Later in the chapter, we look more critically at this formulation, and in particular test the concepts of consent and (adult) capacity. The chapter concludes that, where there is agreement, it is around a subset of sexual rights which represent but do not in fact embrace the full range of sexual rights.
Chapter III examines some of the tensions between rights advocates which contribute to inconsistencies of sexual rights analysis and obstruct advocates’ ability to claim rights in relation to sexuality in robust and forward-looking ways. The chapter looks at different stages of synthesis and agreement on specific issues.

Chapter IV concludes the report. It draws attention to current weaknesses of analysis and policy that make it difficult to address hard cases; and identifies two sets of critical issues that must be explored if sexual rights are to be integrated operationally in human rights work. In short:

- What is the rationale and scope of the state’s role in regulating sexuality in public and private life? And
- What conditions are required for the exercise of protected sexual conduct, including the making of valid consent? Answering this question requires identification and definition of what constitutes unacceptable coercion (which would trigger valid state intervention), distinct from constraint (where concerns would attract state action through rights promotion, education and other non criminal policies). A constrained person does not yet enjoy all her or his rights, but is not a crime victim.

The chapter ends by flagging some caveats and considerations that need to be addressed if work on sexual rights is not to fail because it over-regulates sexuality or promises too much. The chapter outlines some principles and ways forward that may assist and deepen the work of building effective claims in the area of sexual rights.
I. ‘SEXUAL RIGHTS’ – A FRAMEWORK FOR BRINGING HUMAN RIGHTS TO SEXUALITY?

Tremendous changes in the engagement of human rights with sexuality have been made over the last twenty years. The issue today is no longer whether human rights will engage with sexuality, but rather involves very particular practical questions: on what terms, for whom, for what purposes, about which aspects of sexuality, and with what limits.14

In 2000, advocates and scholars (of whom the author was one) asked how coherent claims to sexual rights could emerge from distinct, often disjointed conversations about sexuality and rights that were taking place among people working on sexual violence against women, on sexual and reproductive health, on HIV/AIDS, on child abuse, and in Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transsexual (LGBT) advocacy, to name a few of the relevant areas.15 By 2008, the unifying phrase ‘sexual rights’ was being used regularly in international and national fora; but the frequency of its use, particularly in academic and policy literature, is not yet always matched by clarity of legal content.16 Moreover, concerns about sexuality have evolved rapidly in the last decade in light of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, as well as in response to recent migration and community displacement which has exacerbated anxiety about national borders. Notably, the recent globalisation of information systems, driven by the Internet and other new communication technologies (cell phones with video capacity, etc.) is driving new regulations on online content. With increasing frequency, attention to material with a sexual content is often coupled with claims around national security.17 Extremely powerful counter-attacks on sexual rights, reflecting the latter’s impact, are linked to the emergence of an amalgam of political interests that draw together justifications based on religion, culture and nation to undermine human rights at the United Nations.18 In the context of these subversive, indeed repressive, elements, the silences between sexual rights movements, and the policy gaps that exist, are particularly troubling.

DEFINING SEXUAL RIGHTS

Early efforts to bring human rights and sexuality together suffered from an initial focus on protecting people from harm: from sexual harm in the case of girls and women, and from extreme abuse and killing in the case of persons then identified as gay or transgendered. While initially justified as necessary, the abuse focus contributed to a lack of coherent rights-based claims that affirmed diverse sexualities.19 It has only been in the last few years that scholars, NGO advocates and some UN experts have reached agreement that the term ‘sexual rights’ helps them to work together and move past the ad hoc, often scattered development of activity on violence against women, sexual and reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, children’s rights, and LGBT rights. Ignacio Saiz suggests the concept of sexual rights has appeal because it:
...enables us to address the intersections between sexual orientation, discrimination and other sexuality issues – such as restrictions on all sexual expression outside marriage or abuses against sex workers – and to identify root causes of different forms of oppression. It also offers strategic possibilities for building coalitions or bridges between diverse movements so as to confront common obstacles more effectively (such as religious fundamentalism) and explore how different discourses of subordination work together.

Sexual rights make a strong claim to universality, since they relate to an element of the self which is common to all humans: their sexuality. The concept therefore avoids the complex task of identifying a fixed sub-category of humanity to whom these rights apply. By proposing an affirmative vision of sexuality as a fundamental aspect of being human, as central to the full development of the human personality as freedom of conscience or physical integrity, sexual rights offers enormous transformational potential not just for society’s “sexual minorities”, but for its “sexual majorities” too.20

The phrase ‘sexual rights’ has recently gained substantial acceptance in the human rights community. Paul Hunt, then the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to health, wrote in 2004 that he had

...no doubt that the correct understanding of fundamental human rights principles, as well as existing human rights norms, leads ineluctably to the recognition of sexual rights as human rights. Sexual rights include the right of all persons to express their sexual orientation, with due regard for the well-being and rights of others, without fear of persecution, denial of liberty or social interference.... The contents of sexual rights, the right to sexual health and the right to reproductive health need further attention, as do the relationships between them.21

Hunt’s statement legitimised the work of NGO advocates who argued that the content of sexual rights should be clarified in human rights law. Indeed, though it did not attempt to articulate sexual rights fully, his report spelled out some specific aspects and characteristics of sexual rights – liberty from abuse or discrimination on the basis of practice or identity, for example, and entitlement to contraception services and information about safer sex.22

Today, the language of sexual rights is employed by NGOs, advocates, and policy-makers as well as scholars.23 A dynamic working group of NGOs, called the Sexual Rights Initiative, now operates at the UN Human Rights Council. The Initiative appears to be one of few groups that consistently seeks to give examples of sexual rights issues across sectors, addressing adultery, rape of females and males, discrimination against people in sex work, violations of the rights of gay and lesbian identified people, inter-sex as well as transgendered persons.24 Human Rights Watch (HRW), whose legal counsel used to reject the phrase sexual rights,25 now regularly uses the term.26 In May 2008, the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF), a global service and advocacy coalition on sexual and reproductive rights, adopted “Sexual Rights: An IPPF Declaration” to succeed its innovative and influential Charter on Sexual
and Reproductive Rights.\textsuperscript{27} A newer group called the Coalition for Sexual and Bodily Rights in Muslim Societies carries out training and advocacy using a sexual rights frame.\textsuperscript{28} A Latin American regional project has highlighted sexual rights as the key focus of its campaign for a Convention on Sexual and Reproductive Rights.\textsuperscript{29} The University of Sussex Institute of Development Studies BRIDGE Project, which has produced sophisticated and comprehensive policy and programmatic materials on sexual rights, argues that sexual rights provide a “framework with clout”.\textsuperscript{30}

But what does the term mean? The most commonly cited definition of sexual rights is one found on the website of the World Health Organization (WHO). Though it illustrates the somewhat anaemic nature of the current conceptual framework, many groups use it because it appears to bestow the imprimatur of an authoritative intergovernmental body.\textsuperscript{31} The definition, which originated in 2002, reads:

Sexual rights embrace human rights that are already recognized in national laws, international human rights documents and other consensus statements. They include the right of all persons, free of coercion, discrimination and violence, to: (1) the highest attainable standard of sexual health, including access to sexual and reproductive health care services; (2) seek, receive and impart information related to sexuality; (3) sexuality education; (4) respect for bodily integrity; (5) choose their partner; (6) decide to be sexually active or not; (7) consensual sexual relations; (8) consensual marriage; (9) decide whether or not, and when, to have children; and (10) pursue a satisfying, safe and pleasurable sexual life. The responsible exercise of human rights requires that all persons respect the rights of others.\textsuperscript{32}

As an indication of the subject’s volatility, the WHO (ironically without success) puts some distance between itself and this definition. Its website states: “These definitions do not represent an official WHO position, and should not be used or quoted as WHO definitions...”\textsuperscript{33} Officials note that the definition was intended to be an initial working draft, developed so that work could proceed consensually on some aspects of sexuality, pending a more final definition.\textsuperscript{34}

This set of enumerations represents a strategic step forward, especially for health policy-makers and governments, but it is yet incomplete. The rights it elaborates are indeed relevant, and the definition places sexuality clearly within the frame of human rights by identifying the key role of decision-making by the individual. However, because it focuses on individual human bodies, it does not engage fully with sexuality as a political and public construct through which sexual behaviours are given meaning and judged. Nor does the enumerated list of rights refer to public and participatory rights – rights to advocate, assemble, organise and call for change. And, because the WHO has a health mandate, it focuses only on ‘sexual health information’, thereby failing to address the important role which other kinds of information plays in more general concepts of sexuality and identity. The right to access sexuality-related information in literature, cinema and other forms of expression, which is also an element of sexual rights, cannot easily be derived from a right that confines itself to
information on sexual health. Finally, the WHO definition makes no reference to access to resources, at individual or national level, that enable the exercise of sexual and all other rights – a striking omission in view of the fact that a major debate about resources occurred in the International Council on Population and Development (ICPD) in 1994.

**Politics without a Common Conceptual Framework: Fractures and Coalitions**

The power of ‘sexual rights’ as a consensus claim is further weakened by political and practical fractures beneath the surface of coalitions working for sexual rights. Unresolved tensions about power and access to resources are found between and among women's groups, gay male and transfeminine groups as well as across national and geo-political inequalities. Some advocates working on women’s sexual rights are critical of new work in health, development and rights that addresses sexuality through the lens of HIV and often engages with struggles from a male perspective, apprehending that doing so may divert resources and attention from women’s issues. They fear that, while sexual violence and violations of women's sexual rights continue unabated, current versions of the advocacy to undo oppressive gender identity systems in public and private life will not benefit girls and women. While most (but not all) women’s rights advocates support the articulation of rights to address gender identity, the absence of practical connections – in funding, in timing, in audiences and targets – between transgender advocacy and women’s rights advocacy (around gender-based violence, for example) impedes effective coalition. At the same time, feminist advocates are concerned that ‘gender mainstreaming’, even in its most common understanding, is as yet incomplete. Recent work has critiqued the continued invisibility of lesbians, who sit at the intersection of women’s rights and gay identity rights but are often barely addressed in advocacy reports, a casualty of unaddressed analytic barriers that result in advocates treating ‘women’ and ‘gay’ as exclusive categories. Moreover, human rights advocates still disagree about the nature of sexual harm and the implications of sexual freedom, as debates about prostitution and sex work, and pornography and sexual speech (discussed below in Chapter III), make clear.

Ironically, some exciting new global initiatives demonstrate the centrifugal forces at work. One is a feminist-inflected, health and rights-oriented declaration of sexual rights by the International Planned Parenthood Federation. Another stand-alone initiative, the Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights Law in relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity, elaborates principles applicable to sexual orientation and gender identity, an important subset of sexual rights. Both the IPPF Declaration and the Yogyakarta Principles are likely to have significant local and global political impact, and both emerge from and are used in a lively advocacy scene. Nevertheless, they betray continued compartmentalisation, and reveal the limits of formal human rights doctrine in this area. A third initiative, the Latin American-based Campaign for a Convention on Sexual and Reproductive
Rights (The Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the Defense of Women’s Rights, CLADEM), is regional and has created its own public self-examination process. Many of the responses received by the Campaign echo the concerns about sexual rights that are canvassed in this report. The campaign seeks to harness feminist ethics to political action with the goal of creating new legal standards capable of contributing to social transformation on sexual and reproductive rights. The campaign also speaks openly of its internal disagreements concerning some sexual rights issues, such as sex work and prostitution, and questions of sexual speech. Each of these campaigns takes very different approaches to the centrality of identity as a fixed and findable thing, and each has a different take on gender. The Yogyakarta Principles relies primarily on a specific concept of sexual orientation and gender identity; the CLADEM campaign adopts a feminist analysis of patriarchy; and the IPPF declaration adopts a health focus. Each, therefore, speaks to different, albeit sometimes overlapping constituencies.

**THE UNEVEN MOSAIC OF FORMAL JURISPRUDENCE SUPPORTING SEXUAL RIGHTS**

There is a paucity of international legal authority affirming the existence of ‘sexual rights’ as a category of rights. Judgements concerning sexuality and rights have addressed only a limited range of issues, and have been geographically concentrated in certain jurisdictions (particularly in Europe and selected national states such as South Africa, Canada and the United States). Accordingly, it is difficult to claim at present the existence of a comprehensive set of sexual rights standards that are accepted as universal, politically or substantively. Judicial authority matters because it elaborates legal reasoning and establishes the reach of principles to a greater degree than much of the country report-based treaty work that is undertaken in dialogue with states. European courts that have human rights mandates (the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in particular, but also the European Court of Justice) have issued more than two dozen judgements relating to non-discrimination and privacy for same sex sexual activity, sexual and gender orientation, sexuality information, and (hetero)sex assault. The Organization of American States (OAS) has addressed a few cases of sexual rights ([heterosex] rape, same sex conjugal visits, a lesbian custody case), which are pending or have been resolved at the level of the Commission but not at the Court. The African Union’s (AU) newly reconstituted Court and Commission have issued no judgements that directly address sexual rights issues, though in 2003 the Commission considered (and partly avoided judging) the applicability of a religious (Sharia-derived) justification for corporal punishment, administered to young women and men socialising together, for behaviour deemed to be immoral or offensive to public feeling. Both the AU and the OAS have adopted treaties that address sexual rights of women, including freedom from sexual violence, and the AU has supported affirmative rights to sexual health services and information, among other related rights. In June 2008, the OAS unanimously adopted a resolution condemning human rights violations based
on sexual orientation and gender identity. To date, however, interpretations of these decisions have primarily been offered by NGOs.

The ECtHR’s jurisprudence has articulated an evolved doctrine on rights violations and state obligations associated with sexual assault. Its decisions have enlarged the state’s obligation by setting a due diligence standard (which so far addresses only heterosex cases), and defining some forms of sexual assault as torture and marital rape as a crime. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) is developing a due diligence standard for gender-based violence against women. The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) has prosecuted more than two dozen cases that involve sexual assault (as forms of slavery, torture, crimes against humanity, as well as rape), in respect of both male and female victims, and its judgements (convictions and acquittals) have developed a comprehensive (if not always coherent) jurisprudence. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) has taken one major decision (rape as genocide) and made at least one other conviction (appeals pending). The International Criminal Court (ICC) is beginning a prosecution of sexual assault in the Central African Republic, and groups continue to pressure for ICC prosecutions of sexual assault in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Advocates such as Women’s Initiatives for Gender Justice hope that the ICC’s gender neutral rape standard (which defines the harm of sexual assault in terms of force and the denial of autonomy of the person assaulted, rather than in terms of the chastity or honour of women victims) can be used to improve national rape laws, even before it is applied in an international prosecution.

International criminal law is attractive to rights advocates because it seems to produce sharp-edged clarity on state obligations. A small cottage industry tracks sexual assault prosecutions (primarily ones involving women victims) at the ad hoc war crimes tribunals and in the ICC. This work, and other work like it which involves careful reading of legal standards and decisions, has revealed that many apparently clear criminal rules (including parts of the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (the UN Trafficking Protocol), and the standard for consent used in the ad hoc tribunals) are not in fact clear at all, and this in turn has generated disputes among rights activists and feminists about the goals and content of international criminal law.

These debates over the specificity of international sexual assault law contrast with other legal thinking about sexual rights which has emerged, in particular from the treaty and political bodies of the UN. When they interpret and apply international texts, human rights and sexual rights advocates gloss over the uneven coverage of international standards by referencing a mosaic of norms that have variable weight. They attempt to convey the force of their claims, and emerging formal support for them, by assembling a dense body of citations. The International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), and Human Rights Watch, for example, have each begun to assemble the jurisprudence on sexual orientation and gender identity. The Center for Reproductive Rights, working with the
University of Toronto, has compiled treaty jurisprudence relating to sexual and reproductive health rights.\textsuperscript{62}

Unfortunately, the many reports and judgements produced by UN treaty and political bodies on sexual harm, entitlements and freedoms, are not matched by equally authoritative and clear legal arguments on the standards being applied to sexual rights questions. The NGO compilations, for example, rely heavily on reports that are issued by the special procedures of the former UN Commission on Human Rights and its successor the UN Human Rights Council.\textsuperscript{63}

Independent expert statements (by special procedures experts and expert Committees of human rights treaty bodies) are important because they confirm that the abuses documented are violations of rights. But they are not equally rigorous in their language and content. Many texts reference undefined ‘sexual minorities’; others confuse trans, inter sex and gay identities. They are not always clear about the specific scope of abuses, and do not always specify the basis of principle on which they reach their judgements. In some instances, the failure to clarify terms could (unintentionally or intentionally) exclude consideration of certain claims or practices. Trans people in particular tend to disappear from the concluding comments made by treaty bodies on country reports; and women who fall outside gender norms and who are attacked or face discrimination (but do not identify themselves as gay or transsexual) disappear entirely in the work of the UN.\textsuperscript{64} Unfortunately, a careful analysis of these suggestive (and sometimes opaque) comments has not yet been undertaken: it would strengthen our reading of them, and could improve UN practice.

In addition, the UN human rights treaty bodies examine sexual identities, practices and gender categories from certain perspectives. They tend to focus on: sexual orientation (but limit their concern to homosexual orientation); sexual violence against women; and links between sexuality and reproductive policy. This bias is reinforced by the practical reality that most of the documentation they receive focuses on these issues. Indeed it is striking how unevenly the various treaty bodies have developed doctrine on human rights protection in the context of sexuality. The Committees that monitor the UN Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Convention Against Torture, CAT) and the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) until quite recently gave little or no attention to sexual (or interestingly gendered) harms. The Committee that monitors the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) has been remarkably reluctant to address sexual rights issues that are not associated with sexual violence and health; in late 2008 it was still discussing how sexual differences among women could be addressed.\textsuperscript{65}

The UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), and the Committees that monitor the UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) have most actively asserted positions on legal standards in support of non-discrimination and equal protection for diverse sexual identities and non-traditional sexualities
(though they have all shied away from applying these to marriage). These expert committees have also clarified the right to freedom from violence, when violence is attributable to the state directly or indirectly, as when the state fails to protect. In reaching judgement, in many cases these committees have also adopted an inter-sectional understanding (the recognition that discrimination or abuses based on gender, sexuality or race are mutually reinforcing and cumulative).66

UN treaty bodies have adopted a number of general comments and recommendations that are relevant to sexual rights (comments which are understood to have authority regarding the meaning of the treaties).67 About five of these name sexual orientation explicitly, while another four are concerned with sexual health or sexual violence. However, most of the treaty body jurisprudence that advocates draw on to support their sexual rights claims is found in the concluding comments to state parties’ reports. As O’Flaherty and Fisher note, “these Concluding Observations have a flexible and non-binding nature. As such they are not always a useful indicator of what a Committee may consider to be a matter of obligation under the Covenant”.68 Moreover, they often take dangerously erratic directions even within a single treaty body’s jurisprudence. In the last decade, CEDAW experts have taken up the problems of violence and discrimination against women in sex work, but a review of their questions and comments suggests that at least three different proposals for solutions are in play: to increase services and outreach to women in sex work but leave the law intact; to decriminalise the selling of sex but increase criminalisation of the buying of sex (as a matter of equality between women and men); and to consider decriminalisation of prostitution.69 In general, looking across the record of the treaty bodies, one can see that they are concerned with discrimination and violence that are understood to be attached to homosexual orientation (a positive stance), but have not fully embraced the range of discriminations that constrain heterosexual women who refuse to accept normative rules that confine their sexuality. They understand that some forms of violence are connected to the legal regulations of sex, and have begun usefully to focus on penal regulation of same sex behaviour, but have not extended their inquiries to sexual behaviour generally.

NGOs have concentrated on the validity of various rights claims around sexuality by demonstrating the accumulation of UN expert commentary about the general problem of abuse based on sexual difference, and this work is an essential opening step. Taken together, the documentation that has been assembled is impressive. It suggests the emergence of a coherent position; nevertheless, critical gaps remain in areas that are essential for setting policy and reforming law. For example, some commentaries can be understood to yield clear general guidance to states: decriminalise same sex behaviour; set up processes to respond effectively to rape; provide comprehensive sexuality education to adolescents.70 Guidance in other instances is vague: it is recommended that states protect sexual minorities from abuse, but the term “sexual minorities” is undefined, and no distinction is made between, for example, the legal and policy changes that are required to protect trans
people and those that will ensure adolescents can get accurate information on same sex sexual behaviour. Moreover, the status of sexual behaviour outside of marriage for heterosexuals is unclear.

Even some of the clearer recommendations falter because of the lack of articulated underlying principles. As we discuss further below, treaty body experts have raised concerns about the criminalisation of same sex behaviour, but have not clearly indicated the standard for heterosexual behaviour outside marriage. Is the fundamental human rights concern equality of criminalisation and penalties, or resistance to criminalisation of consensual sex entirely? (See Chapter III). However, advocates have begun to marshal NGO statements against criminalisation of heterosexual behaviour outside of marriage. For contemporary advocacy, this call for decriminalisation of ‘consensual’ sexual behaviour (between the same or different sexes) begs the question of which conditions justify limits or restrictions on sexual behaviour, especially through criminal law. The unacceptability of forced or coerced sexual activity (as articulated in international and some national sexual assault laws) will clearly be one test; but even here, a full legal elaboration of the various categories or examples of unacceptable force is still evolving. For example, does sex in detention per se signal unacceptable force, such as the custodial rape law in India suggests for women? What range of ‘abuse of authority’, as set out in the UN Trafficking Protocol, vitiates consent? Other issues will need to be considered in light of the acceptance by international law of regulation in the name of public order. Further questions arise on the continuums between sexual, erotic or intimate expression. What makes conduct private? How can human rights standards protect affectional conduct which is not sexual but contradicts traditional norms because it suggests possible private erotic behaviour? What are the rights and interests of others, by reference to which sexual activity can be limited? To date, the priority of activists has been to get issues ‘on the agenda’ as valid human rights claims. While understandable as a first phase, at some point it will be necessary to clarify content. Can this be done at a time when sexual rights are subject to sharp counter-attack?

After ten years of sexual rights work, it may be fair to ask if we can now raise concerns that too much rights works is about ‘getting a rape law passed’ rather than ‘getting a good rape law passed’. The next frontier may be drafting rape laws that are good for women, for men and for transpersons, and which respect the rights of defendants. In many contexts, women’s groups are concerned that calls for protection of defendants’ rights in sexual assault cases merely reveal the privileges of already powerful men in patriarchal societies. The challenge to protect rights of victims while respecting the rights of the accused is particularly troubling in the field of anti-trafficking laws. Currently, many states receive praise for enacting new laws against trafficking, even though such laws may be little more than re-named anti-prostitution laws which enhance prosecution or penalties for prostitution or immigrant smuggling. Moreover, increased penalisation is often paired with creating barriers to safe movement of irregular workers. Such laws fail to help trafficked persons and instead constrain the movement and association of un-trafficked but irregular migrants.
Universal rights talk meets locally-defined sexual meanings: how to proceed

One of the more stubborn obstacles for the UN, courts and monitoring bodies is the persistent confusion amongst advocates and UN bodies about what personal actions or aspects sexual rights need to address, and what explanatory system of sexuality should be applied. The discussion below highlights that many different belief systems operate simultaneously in current international discussions. Struggles to identify and name the component parts of sexuality generate two separate problems for rights. First, what is being protected: a status, an identity, behaviour, a private role or a public presentation (masculine, feminine, displaying sexual interest or gender role playfulness)? Do law and policy need to address a relationship, an act, an ideology, beliefs, an act of imagination or a desire? To give one example, when NGO advocates affirm the principle of non-discrimination when speaking of sexual orientation, they rely on a notion of sexual orientation that has been developed in the last hundred years. This assumes that the gender of the sexual partner is the crucial choice in sexuality, and that individuals link their (different or same) sex practice in a consistent way to their affections and their public identity. Yet many women and men do not organise their lives in this manner, yet engage in same and different sex partner behaviour. As will be discussed below, to argue that sexual orientation is not always the most useful way to characterise hetero or homosexual behaviour is not to deny either the existence of diverse behaviour, or that individuals should be able to assert their orientation, if that is their intention. It is to assert that human rights advocates must recognise ways to protect sexual acts as well as identities. The scholarship on sexuality in different historical and cultural contexts highlights the understanding that rigid, universal categorisation of groups of persons, while important, can conflict with the struggle to protect diverse practices.

Second, disputes over sexual terms, which involve issues of accuracy as well as resistance to recognition and compartmentalisation, can also be linked to struggles for geographic, linguistic, political and cultural control over the content of human rights work more generally. At present, some states use negotiations over draft texts as the forum in which to reject efforts at an international level to recognise the existence of certain social groups and practices: they refuse to allow terms like ‘sex workers’ or ‘men who have sex with men’ (let alone terms such as ‘gay’, ‘sexual orientation’, or ‘sexual rights for women’) to be included in UN documents, notably those addressing HIV/AIDS. Naming makes non-conforming people visible and more difficult to marginalise. At the same time, while censoring of terms is often about refusal to recognise non-approved sexual practices and identities (and therefore to accord rights to the people named), the refusal to name may also coincide with the perspectives of advocates who do not wish to attach (some would say, impose) new cultural values and systems of meaning to individuals and behaviours in very diverse societies. The repressive impulse of the state coincides in paradoxical ways with anti-colonial discourse, as recent disputes in scholarly and advocacy...
pages about executions and torture claims arising from sexual conduct in Iran, Egypt and Iraq demonstrate.\textsuperscript{77}

Contemporary geopolitical struggles over sexual rights take place alongside the development of a rapidly expanding field of cross-cultural and inter-disciplinary scholarship, which makes use of theories of ‘social construction’. Social construction draws on historical, anthropological, political and post-colonial studies to understand how sexual practices in time and place are invested with meanings, in conjunction with attributes such as race, gender, age, etc.\textsuperscript{78} Social construction frameworks can be used to inquire into many different social, inter- and intra-personal forces that give meaning and shape to beliefs and behaviour: the formation and practice of law, science, religion, government, literature, language, the media and markets, as well as psycho-social processes. The methodology assumes nothing about the meaning of sexual practices \textit{a priori}. Social-constructionist approaches do not deny a connection between sexuality and body, but reject the notion that desires are fully explained as emanations of the body and nature. Biology is not unimportant, but is examined alongside cultural questions.

Social construction research draws extensively on gender as a tool of analysis. Its advocates consider that the fact that female sexuality has been invested with many different ‘essences’ at different times and places (innately lustful and out of control, virginal and essentially passive, etc.) reveals the extent to which the norms and meanings of heterosexuality (and sexuality) are deeply malleable over time and place.\textsuperscript{79}

Many governments assert that certain behaviours (sex outside marriage, same sex activity) never arise in their country (a space often conflated with “national culture”). Others, seeking to resist the imposition of Western mores, celebrate the diversity of their sexual and gender practices but refuse to share terms with groups from the West, even when local organisations adopt terms like LGBT themselves. Because so much of heterosexuality is treated as ‘beyond examination’, many varieties of practices and changes of practice in heterosexual contexts, of girls and women and boys and men, are ignored; or women are picked out as sexually promiscuous betrayers of culture.\textsuperscript{80} As noted, arguments over ‘what exists here’ take place in complicated ways around the world, yet very often the outcome is denial of rights (see Chapter IV).

Political, NGO and scholarly debate is further complicated by the fact that the vocabularies they use in discussions of sex and gender have their origins in different cultural models, characterised as modern, Western, pre-modern, Eastern, Southern, traditional, medical, moral, etc. Each historical period and place tends to have specific, often local ways of identifying the rules that apply to gender and sexuality, and of distinguishing sexually conforming from non-conforming persons. Same sex as well as different sex behaviour arises everywhere; but the practical and social organisation of a person’s public identity and life (what some modern naming systems call sexual orientation)
around either hetero or homosexual behaviour is a specific development of the last century. It happens that, after centuries of diverse understandings of what constitutes the sexual being, in the West it is now the gender of the sexual partner that defines sexual identity. Interestingly, Matthew Waites has claimed that ‘sexual orientation’ was first used in a national law in Canada/Quebec in 1977. The more recent term MSM (men having sex with men) arose initially in a public health context, where it was necessary to devised sexual health messages that did not assume the individuals addressed had a homosexual orientation or one specific sexual identity. In addition, questions arise regarding women who live outside conventional gender and sexual roles. These have scarcely been addressed in human rights discourse, though women are attacked, even killed, because they are alleged to be ‘whores’, ‘butch’, ‘disgraceful wives’, or play other social roles. It is important to remember that when feminists developed gender as a tool for political (not just linguistic) analysis, to investigate the power relationships between women and men, the analytic frameworks that emerged did not always give attention to sexuality. Indeed, feminist analyses of international law acted as if sexuality were absent, rather than noticing that heteronormative assumptions underpin the basis of all law.

Indeed, the idea that ‘sexual orientation’ is a characteristic that defines a person may make no sense to people who have different cultural systems of naming sexual practices and different ways of linking up sexual acts, reproduction, status and identity. In many cultures, high status men can sexually penetrate both women and lower status men (younger or of a different social group) and be considered masculine. Women in many societies can engage in erotic intimacy with other women under the cover of all-women spaces in traditional societies. Ideas of marriage are similarly historically and culturally specific. Historically, in most societies marriage was converted into a legal status (from a purely social or religious status) at a time when women were not legal persons and their legal consent was subsumed within the husband’s status and legal personhood. The notion of marriage as a sacred union between a man and a woman (often dedicated to reproduction) leaves little room for the more modern legal idea of consent to sex, let alone the right to non-procreative sex. Resistance to the introduction of marital rape in law is tied, for this reason, to notions of marriage that consider spouses are fused together in one legal and spiritual entity.

At the same time, much legal work and advocacy on sexuality draws on older, perhaps more comfortable thinking that assumes most people across the world “naturally” have settled identities. The modern, apparently progressive version of this naturalised story is that some people are just ‘born gay’, as some are just ‘born straight’, and that women’s sexuality is fused with their reproductive capacity. “Natural” models of this sort tend to assume that all human bodies simply produce sex and gender expression; that same sex behaviour automatically equates with a gay identity; that same sex and heterosexual identities and behaviours are clearly distinct (or even that these terms are equally intelligible or meaningful in different local frameworks); and that male and female bodies are organised in a rigid binary system as a matter of biology.
Locally as well a globally, human rights and sexual rights advocates – with their focus on violations of rights, power and agency, consent and identity – are a forceful influence on the formation of contemporary ideas of sexuality. Their approach, especially a rights approach that begins with the principles of non-discrimination, tends to apply this principle to identities and practices that are assumed to be settled and fixed. Thus, NGO advocacy around the Yogyakarta Principles highlights almost exclusively homosexual orientation (a fixed public status) and gender identity. Some advocates are concerned that men are primarily highlighted in this approach. This paper contends that, if advocates were to adopt approaches based on social construction research, they would be more likely to develop forms of advocacy on human rights and sexual rights that take account of the assumptions made when particular social categories are created, adopted or disseminated. Girls and women would become more visible (and would not become visible only as rape victims).

Turning to the second concern around ‘naming’ and recognition, sexual rights advocates and UN experts often slide between different systems of cultural naming and naturalist approaches. They often use the terms ‘gay’, ‘sexual orientation’, ‘sexual minority’, ‘transgender’ and ‘transsexual’ interchangeably to denote members of sexual minorities, despite the fact that each of these terms captures a different experience and engagement with law, and often different forms of abuse. The UN and many NGO advocates leave ‘heterosexuality’ untouched, as if it were a single set of practices and beliefs, although there is of course a sense that the (binary reinforcing) categories of women and men enjoy different power in ‘heterosexuality’. Rape is now recognised to be a gender neutral crime in international law, regarding the harm and abuse it causes to women and men, but most documentation focuses on rape of women, followed by abuse of gender non-conforming men (transgender men and women raped in police detention, for example). By contrast, the rape of heterosexually-identified and gender-normative men in armed conflict, and coerced or negotiated sex by men in prison, remains remarkably under-theorised and unaddressed in most current documentation.

As local claims ‘go global’, advocates must struggle with how culturally-local practices (for example, men assuming women’s roles and identities in specific cultures, as Mak Nyahs do in Malaysia and hijras do in South Asia) are to be described. Do terms like ‘gay’ or ‘transgender’ apply? Transgendered persons are often referred to as ‘gay’ in advocacy reports, even when transgender indicates a gender presentation, not a direction of sexual attraction. Many advocacy groups have faced this problem of analytic confusion. We are still waiting on an authorised translation of a recent advisory opinion from the Nepali Supreme Court to understand its substantive reach: press and NGO advocacy reports have variously asserted that the ruling protects LGBT people, people who are members of something called a ‘third sex’, people of homosexual orientation and transgendered persons.

In other contexts, advocates have struggled to describe abuses against masculine-acting women. Are the women to be described as lesbian, or gay,
or transgendered? Are abuses to be understood as generated by sexuality or gender when the violence is directed at women trying to live outside marriage and families? Such confusions, and the extraction and separation of identities from their local contexts, raises another difficult question: who is being empowered to claim protection under the various discourses in play? How can advocates of rights – whose capacity to document is limited in the best of circumstances – ensure that they do not contribute to new hierarchies of identity as they interact with complex local struggles for resources, legitimacy and rights?

Globally, advocates wage a difficult and uneven struggle at a global level to win attention and validity for sexual rights claims, alongside emerging identities and dissident social roles (single women’s movements, LGBT groups, and so on). Some advocates may not see that integrating the many different strands of sexual rights in a single coherent analysis should be among their highest priorities, in the face of daily emergencies and abuse. Yet the proliferation of acronyms – GBV (gender based violence), SOGI (sexual orientation and gender identity), SRHR (sexual and reproductive health rights) – has begun to obscure the common roots of oppression for each of the named groups. One could argue that the proliferation reveals the degree to which integration is becoming necessary. This paper would argue that advocates need to be able to use relevant terms with precision, which implies careful discussion of the scope of rights engaged by each term. While it may seem trivial or academic to quibble over terms in the face of emergencies, in the interests of effective documentation and sound policies, we need to clarify our terms if we are to address human and sexual rights claims meaningfully. This work could help us focus at the same time on a central component of rights work that is in danger of getting lost entirely: the development of common principles that should guide the state in matters of sexuality. We turn to this issue in the next chapter.
II. SEXUAL RIGHTS IN HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

HISTORICAL STANDARDS OF ‘LEGITIMATE SEX’ (REPRODUCTION, MARRIAGE AND CLAIMS TO MORALITY) IN THE MODERN RIGHTS AGE

International human rights law facilitates the state’s repressive role in regulating sexual activity and expression. Despite the often-stated concern of human rights advocates with state power, and egregious evidence of abusive, extensive state (and colonial state) regulation of sexual behaviour through criminal law, marriage regulation systems and health codes, international human rights law says very little about the national regulation of sexuality. Very little scholarly work has deconstructed the global historical forces determining the effects of beliefs guided by sexual norms, or the effects of those norms on treaty provisions. Feminist analysts have begun by analysing the impact of the gendered state in international law, but this work does not examine assumptions about sexuality.

Direct state regulation of sexuality (applying law often drawn from religious authority) arises primarily in family and personal status law, health administration, and criminal law. More indirect regulation also operates through citizenship and immigration, housing and inheritance laws. Much colonial legislation was dedicated to sexual (and gender) regulation, especially through marriage and prostitution regulations, which served to stratify and segregate societies racially and in terms of gender. Because de-colonisation struggles frequently confronted or deployed sexual scandals and imagery in their campaigns (issues of sexuality often glossed as control of lust, or promotion of morality or national hygiene), these issues were prominent and notorious in the period when the foundation documents of human rights were drafted. It is not plausible to argue that the drafters had no awareness of sexual issues or sexual laws: laws regulating sex (between ‘natives’ and colonisers, within groups, as well as same sex behaviour and paid sex) were publicly debated at all levels. However, because international law, including human rights law, is grounded in state-based systems, its evolution has affirmed state or national sovereignty. George Mosse has notably argued that national self-image, respectability and regulation of public morality are closely linked. Informed by this perception, one can understand how international relations attributed to nation states the responsibility of determining how sexuality would be organised. Most but not all sex law was insulated from the reach and criticism of human rights. Exceptions include the condemnation of servile marriages (termed as slavery) and prostitution (often tied to colonial-era laws), which was re-characterised to take account of concerns about transnational trafficking.

When many of the key international human rights instruments were drafted, in most modernising states marriage and reproduction provided the legal and social context for acceptable sexual conduct. At international level, human rights treaties did address some aspects of marriage. Two kinds of human rights standards related to sexuality emerged. One addressed the conditions
of entry into marriage: “marriage must be entered into with the free consent of the intending spouses” (ICESCR, Article 10); or with “the free and full” consent of the intending spouses (ICCPR, Article 23). The other addressed equality within marriage (summarised variously in the 1960s and 1970s as equal rights over children, fertility control and dissolution). The importance of consent in human rights and sexual relations (and its restricted scope) was set out early, though it was subsumed within the practice of consenting to marriage. (Consent as a sexual rights question within marriage is still an issue today. See Chapter III, below.)

Non-marital, non-reproductive or non-normative sexuality was not invisible at national level. It was highly visible in criminal law, particularly in laws against prostitution, debauchery, fornication and “crimes against the order of nature” (sometimes conflated with sodomy). Often in response to pressure from colonial authorities or from abroad, colonial and national laws increasingly also addressed servile marriage, child marriage and adultery. At international level, however, sexual activity outside marriage’s shadow was not considered as a rights problem in the 1970s and 1980s (i.e. after decolonisation), with the exception of prostitution, which was addressed in standards that dealt with trafficking and prostitution. The CRC, by its terms, seemed to address only child sexual abuse, not affirmative rights for persons under 18 to engage in sexual activity, but recent interpretations have expanded the reach of the CRC. However, those involved in drafting recent human rights standards have faced sharp and explicit resistance to sexual rights. The result has been that sexual rights in the recently signed Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) have been textually subsumed under health and reproduction.

Contemporary sexual rights advocates therefore have available a body of international human rights law that is ill-equipped to deal with issues of sexual diversity, women’s claims to sexual rights free of discrimination or stereotype, and the rights of minors in sexuality, except in terms of health or public morals. Until recently, international human rights did not concern itself with under or over-invasive state action with regard to sexual behaviour.

The legacy of the ‘public/private divide’ also continues to play a troubling role. For many years, legal experts took the view that (with certain exceptions) private life was off-limits to state regulation, and therefore to human rights law. Human rights law was drafted accordingly, and this impeded the ability of many women to protect or claim their rights. Ironically, sexuality outside marriage – sex transacted for money, between trans persons or persons of the same sex, or heterosexual sex outside of marriage – was (and often still is) deemed public. For individuals who engaged in such sex, privacy was no protection; the state had full powers to penalise them.

This inconsistent attitude to privacy, and the narrow morality that informed state regulation of sexuality, contributes to the present lack of coherent thinking about the rules that should govern state interference in sexual conduct.
Consent, gender equality and non-discrimination: new standards of legitimacy for sexual activity?

In the last 40 years, seismic changes have occurred in social understandings of what is acceptable sexuality. In many settings, social acceptance of sexual behaviour has moved from a ‘standard of legitimacy’ tied to reproduction and marriage, towards a standard that is governed by individual preference and decision. In terms of sexual rights, the standard of legitimacy has also arguably moved in favour of affirming principles of autonomy, consent and non-discrimination. As a normative code that privileges human conscience and liberty, human rights have played an important part in this transformation.

More recently, human rights work that focuses on the material and political conditions that enable realisation of rights has also made a crucial contribution to sexual rights by focusing on conditions that enable autonomous decision-making to occur on sexual matters. Nevertheless, this evolution has not been adequately conceptualised: more work needs to be done on the diversity of enabling conditions that differently situated individuals require, as well as the variety of purposes that sexual decision-making needs to address, and more generally the role of the state.

Responding to need, advocacy in support of sexual rights races ahead. Indeed, in the last ten to fifteen years, several elements of a definition of the right to engage in sexual activity have been brought together by NGOs, advocates and scholars, and echoed in some official policy documents. These elements, as reflected in contemporary advocacy, can be synthesised as affirming:

The equal right of all [adult] persons to consensual sexual activity in private, free of discrimination, coercion, violence and threats to health, and the right to determine what relation such conduct has to reproduction.

A further element is emerging: the right to determine how and if sexual conduct is linked to any relationship or intimacy, including publicly declared relationships.

This synthesised formulation makes explicit an aspect of human rights work which has often had to be inferred from earlier documents: it affirms that each person has the right to the means to exercise sexual rights, implying the provision of material conditions and an enabling social and legal framework.

This presumes the creation of international policy and funding frameworks (often informed by Article 28 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)), as well as a local and global social order in which these rights are made possible.

The formulation has several roots. They include 25 year-old judgements by the European Court of Human Rights that condemned criminalisation of same sex sexual behaviour as a violation of protections of private life; Amnesty International’s ground-breaking 1991 assertion that individuals should never be criminally detained solely because they had committed homosexual acts.
Several core principles and rights are assumed. Among these are: consent; privacy; bodily integrity; equality; (quasi-adult) competency; and enabling conditions. Each of these concepts is densely packed with ideological assumptions, and generates numerous analytical and factual problems. What is consent? To what rights is consent attached? How is consent made, given or received? Should adulthood be the criterion that determines the possession of rights to sexual activity? Are younger people to be considered incomplete rights-holders, and is their erotic activity to be tolerated (and if so, on what conditions)? What does ‘in private’ imply? What does equality look like with regard to diverse sexual activities, identities and relationships? Although the formulation engages with three of four key areas of sexuality – conduct, identity, relationships – it too avoids tackling the fourth: participatory rights, the right to assert sexual rights publicly and not only ‘in private’.

The formulation that appears to be operating today assumes (without elaborating) that certain material and political conditions must be met before consent can be meaningful, and before other aspects of what might be called ‘sexual citizenship’ can flourish. The idea of ‘sexual citizenship’ serves to capture the ways in which sexual difference or conformity influences the ability of individuals to participate in political society, or excludes them. It is meant also to suggest that multiple rights need to be fulfilled in order for a person to participate as a full member of his or her local or national polity. It leaves open the question of what positive obligations the state has to create conditions in which sexual diversity and wanted sexual activity can occur. All these matters are still the subject of disputes among human and sexual rights advocates (see Chapter III below).

The term ‘sexual citizenship’ usefully reminds us that public life is an important domain of rights, including sexual rights. This is not an assertion of a right to take part in public sexual activity; it is an understanding that members of society need to contribute to the meanings their society gives to sexual activity. It is through participation in making meaning, including through rights of expression, association, and assembly, that “citizens”, including marginalised people and members of minorities, can influence and enrich law and policy.

Stressing the ability and right of all persons, regardless of sexuality, to participate in creating the legal, political and cultural context that determines the meaning of their sexual activity would assist in developing a conceptual framework that could re-formulate the state’s interest in keeping sexuality private. International human rights law famously allows restrictions of expression, association and assembly in certain circumstances, including on grounds of public morality,
to protect the rights of others. A similar set of justifications permit states to limit privacy rights, taking account of necessity, proportionality and effective protection of the rights of others, as well as public morality. Accordingly, an expanded notion of sexual citizenship might help us to re-calibrate the ‘rules of civility’, as Robert Post terms them, which mediate the boundaries between public and private, and which locally, on grounds of morality, have been so stubborn an obstruction to the diversity of sexual expression.
III. STRUGGLES WITHIN RIGHTS

This chapter examines several disputes regarding advocacy and policy that will affect future efforts to develop sexual rights principles and legal rules. Even if the resistance of some states were to become less fierce, or different communities did not have different priorities, rights advocates would still face major hurdles because they have ideological disagreements. These disagreements contribute to the significant challenges we face in clarifying the meaning of consent in relation to sexual activity, and the notion of capacity to take decisions with regard to sexual conduct and identity, concepts which are closely tied to the justifications for modern state regulation of sexual behaviour and expression. We look at three areas of policy tensions, and at the issue of rights-based approaches (RBA). These four are ideal types more than distinct categories; in practice, there are interactions between them, and assignment to one or another is not straightforward or exclusive.

Some historians and advocates of human rights present the evolution of international standards and jurisprudence as unidirectional and progressive, toward ever more complete rights promotion, in a context of general consent among rights organisations. Others focus on the way that rights and norms have emerged from historically specific needs and interests, and have often been contested. The arguments that follow belong to the second school and view human rights norm creation as a necessarily messy business.

**CATEGORY A: ADVOCATE AGREEMENT, FORMAL CONSENSUS, POLITICAL RESISTANCE BY SOME STATES**

In the first area, we find issues about which international rights advocates mostly agree and about which they have been able to develop policy positions, but which are contested by a number of states both in speech and in action. This is a classic problem of an emerging human rights norm: at a certain phase, advocates and international experts are very often in advance of international law.

LGBT groups’ efforts to register and participate in public life might be described as in this phase of “norm consensus with substantial political resistance”. Although there is clear ECtHR case law on the right of LGBT groups to participate in public rallies and marches, a recent court decision in Turkey decided in favour of closing down the Istanbul office of Lambda (a gay/lesbian/bisexual/transgender NGO that works to reduce homophobia, inequality, hate crimes and discrimination) on the grounds of public morality. Other examples might include the claims: that no one should be executed for homo or heterosexual conduct outside marriage; that girls and women should determine when (hetero)sexual activity is associated with reproduction, and should have access to contraception; and that access to emergency contraception and abortion should be available, reflecting principles of sexual freedom and reproductive rights.
At the same time, advocates may also disagree about the application of a broadly agreed norm. The principle of freedom of assembly has been recognised wholeheartedly by advocates of lesbians and gay men, but it is distrusted as a principle for women involved in sex work. (For now, let us leave aside the reality that many people who identify as transgendered or gay are also in sex work.) A case associated with the right of sexually marginalised people to assemble and associate in public illustrates this. In December 2004, women’s rights advocates in South Korea publicly split over support for a sex worker demonstration. Even though the women were raising claims of abuse by police and others (a straightforward human rights concern), some advocates argued that the demonstration was fraudulent because it was instigated entirely by brothel owners, not women in prostitution. The dispute had the effect of undermining the right to public assembly of people engaged in sex work.

**Category B: Incompletely Theorised Agreements/Not Fully Agreed-on Theories**

This broad category concerns issues upon which advocates have reached only partial agreement and have developed incompletely reasoned claims. Three examples serve to illustrate: marital rape; the notion of informed consent; and adultery. Significantly, marriage figures in all three. The claim that same sex as well as heterosex couples should be entitled to marry could also fall within this category of cases, since advocates simultaneously seek to equalise and liberalise the ability of individuals to enter into and to leave marriage. The issue of age in the context of sexuality could also be said to fall in the category.

**Marital rape and marriage**

As Mary John recently remarked, in many modernising contexts, feminist analyses of marriage as an instrument of class, racial, ethnic and religious privilege, as well as a tool of gender power, have been overtaken by the contemporary (market driven) image of the new modern ideal of the “sexy marriage”. John’s insight is critical to understanding the contemporary global discussions of marriage as a core social institution that both organises sexuality and encodes power relationships. Same sex marriage is progressing as a rights issue as feminists in many different legal and cultural settings are working through their feminist position on marriage in general. Linked to these conversations are questions about the nature of marriage. Does it have a role at the core of sexual activity, or is it irrelevant? If relevant, the modern human rights approach to marital sex will force us to ask what conditions are required for sexual activity.

Most rights advocates agree that national law should not distinguish marital rape from other forms of rape (for example, by defining it as [some form of] coercive sex of a woman by a man not her husband). States (including the Vatican) have at times resisted this demand on the grounds that marriage is a unity
and is defined by the pledge of sexual access (and that under a reproductive standard of sexual activity, penile/vaginal sex that can result in procreation is not a violation of marriage). Human rights advocates condemn this position.

Nevertheless, some aspects of abusive sex in the context of marriage have been incompletely conceptualised. This is evident from some of the reports, policy papers and press statements published by NGOs, which focus on the varieties of circumstance in which sex between married people occurs, but often fail to clarify the legal standard to be applied to problematic sex. Should all sex in marriage that is not mutually-initiated be termed ‘rape’? An International Reproductive Rights Research Action Group (IRRRAG) study of married women in seven countries revealed that women engage in complex agreements through sexual activity with their husbands in circumstances where sexual ‘service’ allows them access to specific privileges or freedoms that their unequal marital status would otherwise not permit. It is unclear how to distinguish these cases from situations where women engage in sex to avoid abuse.

Clearly ‘sex-for-privilege’ is evidence of inequality and inequity, but should it be prosecuted as a sexual assault crime, as some advocates believe? If not (and in many situations deference to male privilege in marriage makes this criminal response unlikely, albeit for patriarchal as opposed to equality- and liberty-based reasons), how is the occurrence of undesired sex within marriage (and within any long-term relationship) to be addressed in rights terms, especially when relationships are structurally unequal? Sexual health advocates have identified a variety of conditions that correlate with unsafe and unprotected sex; some also argue that forms of sex within marriage which are not mutually initiated should not be considered crimes per se. It is still not clear what duties states have, either to act in cases of undesired sex, or respond to proposals to criminalise it.

Advocates also struggle to articulate the key components or tests of consent to sexual activity. What criteria should be applied to justify interventions of different kinds, from prosecution to education or other promotional state action? In the regulation of sexual conduct, most legal regimes draw sharp distinctions between different categories of person (those over and under a certain age, those married and unmarried, those who are and are not closely related) and different kinds of behaviour (sex between people of the same or different gender, sex for money or not, sex involving reproduction or not). If advocates argue instead for a standard of legitimacy that privileges decision-making, what borders should be retained and why? Some feminists argue that gender difference itself is a marker that must be patrolled presumptively by criminal law: they believe that sex between women and men outside traditional marriage or without love, is always suspect. Can gender inequality be presumed or must it be proven? Much recent thinking on consent and rape has arisen in the context of war. Do wars create a ‘special case’ in which lack of consent akin to a crime of assault can be presumed when sexual activity occurs between women and men of opposing sides? What specific evidence should be proffered for proof...
of subjective coercion? Should rape be gender-neutral (in the sense that both men and women can be victims and perpetrators of rape)? Some feminists resist such a step too, on the grounds that gender neutrality would mask the use of rape as a tool to subordinate women.136

HIV/AIDS adds a further layer. Public health research demonstrates that increased condom use can be achieved by education programmes or programmes that reduce discrimination against people in same sex relationships or in sex work.137 More than twenty years of health-rights advocacy on HIV suggests that positive incentives and education, rather than prosecution, are most effective in reducing the occurrence of HIV in ‘marginalised communities’.138 Yet, in the context of heterosexual relations, in which one sex, men, are presumed dominant, some advocates believe that gender power differences mean that state penal intervention is required to protect women in sero-discordant couples; and much traditional marriage clearly fails to promote equal or mutual sexual decision-making.139 Research has demonstrated that a high proportion of women have unprotected sex in circumstances where they are subject to (intimate, family or community) violence; and that in many contexts women cannot choose their marital or sexual partners, or the manner of their sexual activity, in relationships including marriage.140

**Informed consent**

Given these realities, some advocates have begun pressing for what they call a right to ‘informed consent’ to sex and marriage.141 The notion of informed consent is drawn from modern medical practice (the patient/provider relationship) and it is not clear how appropriately it can be applied to sexual behaviour or marriage. Potentially dangerously, it opens the way to state review, and incorrectly suggests that the provision of information alone can correct power imbalances between potential sex partners or spouses. Others advocate for criminalisation of sex without a condom, or invoke informed consent as a standard for safe and protected sex. These approaches are compatible with the position taken by an increasing numbers of states which seek to criminalise the transmission of HIV itself through sex, alternately penalising women and claiming to protect them from non-traditional sex, or sex outside of marriage.142

**Adultery**

Human rights debates about adultery raise different issues, and expose a gap in basic principles justifying state regulation of sexual behaviour. In 2002, the Human Rights Committee’s review of Egypt under the ICCPR adopted contradictory positions on the laws regulating adult sexual conduct. With regard to same sex behaviour between men, the HRC promoted liberty and called on Egypt to “refrain from penalizing private sexual relations between consenting adults”. In the case of men or women having sex outside marriage in Egypt, the Committee focused on equality and called for the equal application of criminal penalties.143
Following the same line of argument, Pakistan objected (during the May 2008 Universal Periodic Review) to expert recommendations in support of decriminalising adultery and a moratorium or repeal of the death penalty for sexual offences. It argued that these recommendations had no basis in "universally recognized human rights" and were inconsistent with Pakistani beliefs and norms. When it found that the human rights treaties focused only on discrimination (disproportionate punishment of women for adultery compared to men), the Swedish delegation expressed concern at the absence of internationally agreed legal grounds for decriminalising adultery.

At the same time, some women's rights advocates are also in favour of criminalising adultery, as a use of state power to diminish male privilege. Decriminalisation engages more than privacy rights, moreover, because marriage is an institution of the state as well as a contract between private individuals. What interests and rights are implicated as a result? In what circumstances is use of criminal law justified to prosecute adultery: where is the public interest?

**Age and sexual activity**

Fear of being attacked for promoting sexual conduct among children, or between adults and children, permeates policy and advocacy work on sexuality.

Ironically, international advocates have to contend with the fact that many conservative religious leaders and some states (often seeking to placate religious leaders) resist calls to condemn child sexual activity within marriage, on grounds of tradition. Often the same actors oppose comprehensive education on health or sexuality, which is recommended by the Convention on the Rights of the Child, as well as the notion that a child has rights to sexual activity as opposed to sexual duties in marriage. Conversely, some child rights advocates – in their zeal to end child marriage – promote a reductionist view of 'the child', as though children were equally incapable of sexual engagement at all ages below 18, a posture that may obstruct adolescents in their rights to obtain sexual health and contraceptive services or to engage in sexual activity with one another.

The 2007 Yogyakarta Principles (Article 6) innovate (or equivocate) in this context, by affirming that not only adults but 'all persons over the age of consent' are entitled to exercise sexual activity. However, the Principles decline to set an age standard. The IPPF declaration also recognises the entitlement of adolescents to sexual activity, but sets boundaries on the right to have sex by affirming that 'due regard' must be given to evolving capacities and that there is a special duty to ensure that individuals younger than 18 are not sexually abused. Discussion of minors’ sexual activity is often carefully circumscribed by obvious requirements to protect from sexual abuse. The Committee on the Rights of the Child and the ECtHR have accepted that the age at which individuals can give sexual consent is not the age at which they
Sexual abuse of minors tends to be discussed in simple terms – of the abused child – as if there were no differences in capacity between minors at age 5, 9, 15 and 17 years. When they address this complex and sensitive issue, advocacy in relation to policies that restrict harmful adult access to children needs to avoid blocking sexual activity between young people on the verge of adulthood – those just under and just over 18, for example.

**Category C: Areas of Disagreement**

On a number of issues, rights activists differ in their views: the disputes between them defy attempts to formulate simple standards or conditions for legitimate sexual activity. Many arise within women’s rights advocacy, though one prominent issue – the dispute over prostitution (or sex work) – aligns some feminists with governments who also condemn it.

The standard caricature of this dispute simplistically depicts a clean split between feminists who focus on ‘women’s perpetual subordination to men’, a subordination made manifest in sex, and feminists who adhere to a single-minded belief in ‘choice’. In practice, feminist positions are very diverse and cannot be characterised easily. The caricature ignores the complexity of feminist efforts to develop an analysis that will capture the shifting structures of privilege and power that women and men face globally. Its reliance on a metaphor of two extremes also perpetuates the notion of a ‘moderate middle’ that must split the difference between two extreme views. The absurdity of this characterisation becomes evident if it is applied to other human rights debates: as if pro- or anti-torture arguments would be resolved by ‘a little bit of torture’. This paper argues, following Vance and others, that disputes over sex work and prostitution should be separated from arguments about sexual speech and imagery. They are often wrongly conflated and are also often framed simplistically in terms of ‘choice and consent versus coercion and abuse’. Such a characterisation is unjust to the many attempts feminists have made to address serious abuses associated with prostitution but to avoid narrowing the options of sex workers, which are already constrained, by suppressing sex work advocacy on ideological grounds. Careful research that has been done on the lives of people in sex work has demonstrated the inadequacy of a simple “consent/abuse” approach.

Prostitution and sex work surfaced as a modern rights question when the crime of trafficking was redefined in the 1990s. As NGOs and states pressed different positions on prostitution, drafters struck a compromise. According to the terms of the final UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, individuals who cross an international border...
and are forced or coerced into prostitution (or other forms of labour), by fraud or other abuse, are victims of an international trafficking crime; but ratifying states could choose whether or not to criminalise non-coerced prostitution in their national law.\textsuperscript{160}

By exporting its anti-prostitution position, using conditions attached to aid and anti-trafficking grants, the United States government has deepened this dispute. Vague rules, combined with competition for diminishing resources, have undermined cooperation between feminist, health and sex worker groups.\textsuperscript{161}

In most countries sex workers have only recently started to organise to denounce abuses, or use human rights language and tactics; and their interventions are often not welcomed by other groups.\textsuperscript{162} UN treaty bodies do not have a common position on sex workers’ demands for freedom from abuse, safe conditions of work and the right to participate in decisions that concern them. Simultaneously, human rights organisations are increasingly, if tentatively, starting to discuss what a human rights approach to sex work might look like.\textsuperscript{163} Many rights groups fear they will face renewed criticism from anti-prostitution NGOs and some governments if they make such discussions public.

**Category D: Do single sector-focused, rights-based reports undermine sexual rights?**

Most human rights reports are tactical. As components of campaigns that seek to influence specific laws or policies, they are researched, drafted and released for specific purposes,\textsuperscript{164} and in most cases have a country or regional focus and give attention to specific claimants: women raped in war, gay men facing abuse, women trafficked for forced prostitution, sex workers harassed by police, adolescents denied access to health information, etc. The targeting of such reports, however, reinforces the classification of people and issues as discrete and separate: it is sometimes hard to remember that some sex workers are men or transgendered, that some women are gay, that sometimes heterosexually identified men are raped in war.

Interestingly, the categorisation of claimants may also obscure issues of sexual rights. For example, freedom from sexual assault is a well articulated claim that is also highly gendered, and the resulting absence of analysis has led advocates to treat male-on-male rape in armed conflicts as if it is ‘equal to’ male-on-female rape. This equation does not assist advocates to formulate a strategy of prevention, because they cannot rely on the argument that before the armed conflict men were ‘equal to’ women.\textsuperscript{165} It tends also to be presumed that homosexual orientation is the only sexual orientation needing a rights analysis. Though this reflects a response to the past failure of human rights organisations to engage with sexual diversity, it is nonetheless problematic. Focusing on the marginal category as the one needing explanation and protection creates two kinds of problem. First, heterosexuality is treated as if it were historically and socially homogeneous. This has the effect of making rights to sexuality
claims less universal and narrows the political space within which they are discussed. Second, advocacy in favour of sexual rights for women and girls has not been undertaken in order to enlarge heterosexual privilege. It is unlikely that achievement of women’s rights alone will be sufficient to cause reform of heteronormative institutions such as marriage. Heterosexual men will need to become involved, and to have invested in ‘the right’ to change and contest heteronormative standards.

Neatly compartmentalising sexual rights issues impedes discussion of how rights can contribute to the dynamic interaction between ideas, identities and practices which generate the diversity of sexual orientation. Such reporting highlights ‘special rights claims’ but precludes politically coherent analysis of the many social, material and legal conditions in which meaningful sexual decisions and life choices are made. In the absence of such analysis, human rights advocacy can easily be reduced to victim advocacy, and from the perspective of this report (which seeks to develop a broader analysis for understanding human rights claims in relation to sexual freedom, orientation and identity) the effect is constrictive. The focus on specific claimants may be contributing to the strange dissociation of ‘gender identity claims’ from ‘gender-based violence’ and sex discrimination claims in advocacy work, which is mentioned above.

**Rights-based approaches and health**

Rights-based programming on sexuality has become a cornerstone of sexual rights work, because it provides tools for analysing the material or structural and political conditions under which rights can be met effectively.\(^\text{166}\) However, health-based approaches are not immune to bias regarding “normal” sexual behaviour and “proper” gender roles. The rights-based components of programmes are often conditioned by their health focus, marginalised in government budgets or distorted by the attachment of inappropriate moral judgements.

As the Special Rapporteur on the right to health has recognised, while health is critical to sexual rights, not all sexual rights fall within health rights.\(^\text{167}\) Many activists nevertheless adopt a health focus because it provides a neutral and effective way to mobilise state resources and garner support for sexual rights. Agencies that work on sexual and reproductive health generally treat sexuality and sexual health as ‘natural’ matters, in relation to which every person deserves protection from violence, coercion, inequality, risk of disease, etc. This approach, while sanitising and removing salaciousness from discussion of sex, simplifies sex too: its diversity, its association with pleasure and its complex relation with power.\(^\text{168}\) Moreover, some advocates are concerned that funders push the health approach to sexuality, and support service provision to the exclusion of sexual rights advocacy, out of fear of the contentiousness of such advocacy.

Materials that describe sex work and same sex ‘safe sex’ have tended to escape this trap of “respectability”; but because they have realistic sexual content, they
are subject to attack by censors of right and left for whom all sexual explicitness is degrading or threatening. In a notorious case in Lucknow, India, police made arrests in a park and then raided an HIV education programme for men who have sex with men. The media reported that the police had raided an NGO office with pornography in its files, and traditional rights groups hesitated to react, fearing they would be condemned for supporting pornography. As Arvind Narrain pointed out, health claims failed to shield health service providers from state persecution for association with ‘sexual deviance’, yet health advocates, because of their neutral health stance, had not adopted positions that allowed them to challenge the authorities’ behaviour in rights terms.169

Experiences with school-based sexuality education suggest that it is important to pay attention to the more general ideological orientation of governments when they implement policies in sexuality education. India again provides an illustration: the education materials published by India’s National AIDS Control Organization (NACO) show clear gender bias, in suggesting that girls must control the sexual excesses of boys, since girls are naturally chaste and boys are naturally lustful.170 Elsewhere, United States government-funded education curricula focus on abstinence, condemn same sex behaviour and heterosexual sex outside marriage, and often dispense medically incorrect information.171 While health-based approaches seem to have a particular capacity to promote and repress sexual rights at the same time, all rights-based approaches, including those that call on states to fulfil their responsibility to promote appropriate rights, should be scrutinised to make sure that they dissolve rather than reify sexual hierarchies.

But upon what principles should scrutiny rely?
IV. TOWARDS SOME CONCLUSIONS

This paper has identified some of the policy differences that must still be resolved in the field of sexuality and rights. It suggests that more research and discussion will be needed to move the conversation forward. Chapters I and II discussed the contribution of UN human rights experts, and the overlapping interests of sexual rights and human rights advocates. Nevertheless, both continue to lack experience and language for thinking in a comprehensive and informed way about sex (in terms that are not moralised, naturalised or based on ‘folk knowledge’).

There are good reasons to think that ‘continuing to form policy as usual’ will not easily lead to the adoption by states of adequate and inclusive standards. Where to from here?

THE NEED FOR KEY PRINCIPLES AND LEGAL RULES

Past international treaty body and regional court decisions reveal a mixture of rationales for extending or withholding rights protection with regard to sexual concerns. They are shot through with distrust of sex or assumptions about sexual practices and identities.

Principles of privacy, which are “more elastic than [most other human rights tools]” have been used to address both over-invasive and neglectful behaviour by governments. However, if values that support privacy claims are not made explicit, sexuality can be divorced from social context and its application can be confined narrowly to individuals’ physically intimate behaviour. Moreover, the texts of human rights treaties vary quite widely in what they say about privacy rights. A study that compared regional treaties – the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (which includes no guarantee of privacy, although there are some references to privacy in the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa, and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child), the American Convention on Human Rights (Article 11), and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (which develops more expansive jurisprudence [Article 8]) – with global treaties (the ICCPR, [Article 17], the ICESCR and the CRC, CAT, CEDAW, CERD and CRPD) would be immensely useful.

Rights to expression, and to assembly and association, are not applied often enough to sexuality questions, and their use might advance some contemporary sexual rights issues, especially if an effort were made to expand the notion of protection of private life, personal meaning and decision-making. A problem here is that the public space for discussion of sexual speech, dress and sexual comportment (and the separate but sometimes related question of gender for both women and men) is compromised by the influence of Victorian morality and the values it exported to former colonies. These values find expression...
in human rights rulings and have been reinvigorated by some contemporary political groups, who attach them to religious, cultural and nationalist claims.\textsuperscript{177}

The various regimes of gender control have similarly repressive effects, and girls and women have different experiences to men and boys. Additionally, specific forms of control regulate inter-sex and transgender expression. So far, however, most analysis and advocacy on gender expression has been transgender linked. It has been separate from work on gender-based violence and discrimination, which has mainly focused on women (as traditionally categorised), in the context of CEDAW and the UN Human Rights Council. There has been little or no combined advocacy or jurisprudence. Yet, any search for coherent policy must address the great differences that exist between gender regimes and their expression in public life. It has been suggested, for example, that francophone countries will need to deal with the specific concepts of \textit{mœurs} and \textit{pudeur} in order to address legal restrictions on sexual expression – in other words, with forms of speech that address ideas of sexual difference as well as actions.\textsuperscript{178}

Many states, buttressed (or threatened) by emboldened religious authorities in public life, are using morality claims to narrow sexual rights. In this struggle, such newly moralizing discourses reaffirm, for example, that reproduction is the natural and deserved result of (hetero) sexual activity for women, even in the case of rape.\textsuperscript{179}

State claims to protect ‘religious belief’ in public life underpin recent moves to condemn ‘defamation of religion’\textsuperscript{180} in rights terms, and are visible in attacks on LGBT, sex worker and access-to-abortion groups as ‘offensive to public morality’.\textsuperscript{181} These developments suggest that the relatively blithe and opaque formulation of the Human Rights Committee in its 1994 views on Toonen v. Australia, which asserted a rights basis for the protection of non-dominant sexualities, might be unlikely to hold in the absence of a more robust justification. The Toonen case famously found that states were not entitled to restrict sexual behaviour ‘in private’ merely on the grounds that the restriction was necessary to protect public morals.\textsuperscript{182} However, Toonen might also be read simply to say that the Committee felt that defence of morality is not a sufficient ground when no other part of the state felt the need to impose such a restriction in order to defend morality; this is a much weaker position. It is also notable that in the Toonen case the Human Rights Committee was not faced with strong state opposition mounted in the name of religion.

Moreover, a 1982 decision of the UN Human Rights Committee (criticised by scholars but never revisited) found that Finland had not committed a violation when it censured homosexual advocacy on television; the Committee accepted the state’s concern about harmful effects on minors.\textsuperscript{183} While it is unlikely that the Committee would regulate speech in such a sweeping and restrictive way in the future, the arguments it drew on when it considered the protection of morals of young persons (arguments echoed in the European Court of Human Rights 1976 judgement of Handyside) need a modern articulation. This ought to link the rights of young people to health, personal sovereignty and sexual autonomy
as currently understood, with parental rights to guide their children, and should also take account of and affirm the (contested) rights of minorities, including sexual minorities, to participation and expression.\textsuperscript{184}

The crucial human rights principle of non-discrimination has had a surprisingly tentative influence on issues of sexual identity and relationship in both international and regional cases and policy.\textsuperscript{185}

In reviewing the range of laws governing sex around the world, it appears that there is a general vision of sexuality that assumes that sex must be legitimised by higher goals (marriage, love, procreation).\textsuperscript{186} Its influence is clearly revealed when one moves from areas where protection has been granted to areas where it has been denied. The criminalisation of private sado-masochistic sex on grounds of public health (the Spanner case),\textsuperscript{187} and the status of sex work (in public or in private) provide two examples.\textsuperscript{188} In a 1994 decision that is still cited, the ECtHR upheld restrictions on public life based on blasphemy law.\textsuperscript{189} Such cases show the relatively fearful understandings of sexuality, disrupted gender roles, and ‘public morals’ that underpin the rulings and decisions issued by many of the experts and judges operating in the UN and the regional systems.

The European Court’s jurisprudence has also revealed an uneasy attitude to sexual information. Two 1976 cases illustrate this. One deferred to state arguments in favour of mandatory sexuality education (judging that it does not violate parents’ private life),\textsuperscript{190} while the other accepted that comprehensive sexual information might be censored if it went too far.\textsuperscript{191} However, some recent ECtHR cases have clarified the issue of public assembly and sexual advocacy in the European system, notably regarding LGBT marches in Poland.\textsuperscript{192}

The emergence of new technologies that enable sexual information to be transmitted and commodified across the globe has created further challenges. Feminist analyses, in general, support revisioning the protection of private life, though, as already noted, a number of feminists support some forms of state control over sexual activity.\textsuperscript{193} In broad terms, however, the emancipatory dimension of rights has been under-considered in discussions of state regulation of public sexual behaviour. This has partly been due to a bias in favour of focusing on the ‘body in private’ when considering sexual rights. The strong human rights emphasis on non-discrimination in relation to identities partly accounts for the high degree of attention that is currently given to sexual orientation and gender identity, since these are aspects of sexuality that are claimed to be ‘fixed’ components of a person, regarding which no difference in legal treatment should be made.\textsuperscript{194}

The availability of funding and donor strategies is another factor. As the short discussion in Chapter I notes, differences in rights claims have arisen at times out of advocacy focused on heterosexuals (primarily on behalf of girls and women, and often organised around rape) and advocacy focused on gay identity (often organised around HIV/AIDS): these increasingly seem to prevent close co-operation and may bring the two advocacy streams into tension.
The need for principles of state obligation

Sexual rights work would benefit from a theoretically sound, experience-based examination of principles, which should take account of the following issues.

1. The rationale for and scope of state regulation of sexuality in public and private life, including the nature of the right of association, and the rights to sexual speech and to publish material with sexual content.

Past case law, and the current politics of sexuality, would form the basis for identifying standards of legitimacy according to which the state might regulate the expression of sexuality in public. Put another way, by what principles do we limit the expression in sexual matters of the freedom of belief, the right to advocate and the right to information, association and assembly, in ways that take account of gender, sexual difference, race and class positions, and age?

States are permitted to limit the above rights, but only on certain grounds which are generally phrased in the following terms: in conformity with the law; necessary in a democratic society; in the interests of national security or public safety, public order (ordre public); the protection of public health or morals; or the protection of the rights and freedoms, and reputations of others (ICCPR, variously Articles 18, 19, 21 and 22). What do these justifications imply for sexual rights, and where should their values or content be challenged?

The use of law and policy to patrol and expel from public life evidence of sexual diversity (ideas, practices and people) has a long tradition. Notably, shifts in advocacy on sexuality, especially concerning women's sexual rights and self-identified LGBT rights, coupled with new mediums for sexual expression (cell phone photography, YouTube, etc.), seem to have generated new practices in a number of states. These repress transgendered bodies and confine expressions of female sexuality that breach modesty norms, and develop new regulations of obscenity and other offences against public taste or morals. Several Special Rapporteurs have called attention to the vagueness of the terms used in national or municipal laws or statutes, such as causing ‘offence to the public’, public scandal’, or ‘immoral’ activity.

As yet, no comprehensive review exists that assesses the work of treaty bodies in this area. An evaluation of the current norms and principles, against which regulations of sexual expression and conduct can be carried out without penalty, would have great value. It should give serious consideration to national jurisprudence and take account of sex work, sexuality education, sexual and reproductive health related speech, organising, same sex expression and association, and public dress and comportment rules. Such a review could refresh historically limited ideas of public health, order and morality.

The political as well as legal need for a progressive advocacy concerning the grounds on which states can regulate diverse sexuality was made clear in the statement read to the UN General Assembly (UNGA) by Syria on behalf of 57
states in response to the statement on Human Rights and Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity read by Argentina to the UNGA in December 2008, which read “We also reaffirm Article 29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the right of Member States to enact laws that meet ‘just requirements of morality, public order, and the general welfare in a democratic society’.” 199 The statement went on to juxtapose the states’ ‘rights’ to enact laws in light of both the need to “devote special attention and resources to protect the family as “the natural and fundamental group unit of society in accordance with Article 16 of the [UDHR]” with the need to ensure that states “…refrain from attempting to give priority to the rights of certain individuals, which could result in a positive discrimination on the expense of others’ rights…”. 200

Public health as a field has changed radically in its embrace of rights and justice concerns, as well as its engagement with sexuality. The justifications for limiting rights on health grounds should be reviewed in light of these advances. 201 Justifications based on public order and public morals need to be reanalysed and given more solid content, not least in relation to issues of sexuality. To the extent that the test for valid limitations includes not only that the restrictions in question are necessary and effective to the stated purpose, but that the goal is valid under the relevant treaty, it will be necessary to return to the basic question: for what purposes is sexuality, including sexual speech and sexual conduct, valid? Moreover, because even non-sexual conduct which threatens gender or sexual norms (hand holding, joining sex worker associations) is often repressed as if it were sexual, the arguments must address non-sexual as well as sexual forms of expression. Whereas few question the importance of traditional freedoms of (political) speech, the earlier sections of this paper suggest that the ‘validity’ of sexual expression is always suspect. 202 The state needs to be able to show when grounds of limitation can be applied under human rights principles to sexual conduct, speech and behaviour, as well as to non-sexual but sexually dissident expression. It should not be assumed in these arguments that sexual content is per se dangerous in the absence of harm.

Determining what the state must regulate in private life is an equally vexed question. Demanding that the state intervene to prevent harm to the rights of others has been helpful in a range of cases, especially around rape and sexual assault, but much remains to be done to understand other kinds of harm experienced by diverse people, and ensure that harm is defined by reference to rights (decision-making, equality, participation, and well-being or health) rather than morality, traditional gender norms, or security and safety. In this context, the recent UN Security Council Resolution on Sexual Violence has been welcomed because it signals that the great powers have taken up the issue of sexual harm (against women). 203 Much more work needs to be done, nevertheless, both practically by states to protect the persons most affected, 204 and to formulate an effective policy framework that includes sanctions when these can be useful. Such a policy framework must also draw on other state and civic tools in addition to criminal law, which is often both under-responsive and over-draconian, provides incomplete remedies, and has often proved inequitable, especially across race and class.
THE NATURE OF RIGHTS TO SEXUAL SPEECH/MATERIAL WITH SEXUAL CONTENT

It would be helpful too to clarify when sexual speech, or material with a sexual content, is ‘harmful’. Why is the arousal of sexual interests harmful? In what way is it discriminatory to women? Clearly much pornography is sexist, but how does it compare to other forms of sexism in daily life? Some feminists are convinced that sexualised sexism is worse than other images of gender subordination, but others dispute this claim. In particular, a contemporary analysis would want to examine the extent to which existing national regulation of material with sexual content draws on conservative, historical notions of gender roles, chastity and morality. If sex is not intrinsically harmful but abuse of power is, a rights-based analysis would carefully articulate a notion of harm that would not rely upon or revive gendered or chastity-based criteria for protection.

2. The content of state obligation to facilitate affirmative conditions for exercising diverse sexual conduct, and the details of those conditions; and informational privacy with respect to sexual identity, sexual history, sexual offender laws, HIV status, etc.

A standards-focused way to frame this issue might be: what constitutes the valid operation of consent? By what markers will we know? However, decades of critical race and post-colonial research on the limits of liberal and property-based notions of consent show that it will be necessary to investigate the very distinct conditions that produce meaningful consent. So far this report has only addressed people who are technically free, although very differently situated in regard to state power. However, many women, transpersons and men in custodial situations (prisons, mental health facilities, other places of detention) would find the entire consent discussion irrelevant. In many countries, sexual behaviour in custodial settings, even intimacy on any grounds, is formally an infraction, or a separate crime. At the same time, coercive sexuality, amounting to conditions of slavery, is tolerated by authorities, and legal frameworks often make it next to impossible to assert that violations have occurred. As noted in Chapter IV, it appears that a new standard of ‘informed consent’ will not deal with the experience of, or the conditions faced by, persons in custody. In relying on information alone to validate consent, such a standard fails to confront power differentials and structural factors that constrain and distort decision-making.

The work on prisoners confirms that it will be essential to focus on enabling conditions and the state’s obligation to facilitate autonomous processes of decision-making. Intervention to prevent harm and facilitating enjoyment go together. But, since human rights advocates disagree about when the state should act, more investigation is needed to develop contemporary rules for state intervention. How can sexual rights policies frame the state’s obligation to facilitate and respect the rights of people, in all their diversity, including people who have limited agency (who are in prison, for example, or who have developmental or physical disabilities)? A project on the affirmative conditions for consent would need to address these questions, taking account not only
of age, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity and health status, but other axes of discrimination, such as national status. Disability (both developmental and physical), and how it affects the capacity to engage in erotic behaviour, needs separate and careful attention. Yet as Vera Paiva has noted, it is only through analysis of scenarios – contextual studies of sexual practice – that we can avoid simplistic rule-drawing based on acceptable and unacceptable conduct, of the kind that dominates existing sex law. As noted earlier, coercion and constraint are distinctly different ways of understanding and responding, via law and state action, to the factors that limit sexual expression.

Age, as noted earlier, raises a particularly sensitive mix of concerns that needs specific attention. How does a child’s evolving capacity as a human being influence a child’s capacity to act sexually – and how is this to be understood cross-culturally, and across gender, orientation and other cultural constructs?

Uma Narayan once formulated an ethical principle: the duty not to further constrain persons, whose circumstances are already constrained, by efforts to protect them from abuse. This principle can usefully be applied to work with sex workers, as they devise their own engagement with human rights.

**INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY AND THE NOTION OF ‘INFORMED CONSENT’ REVISITED**

Individuals have a right to control what information is known about their sexual history, but the right is limited because some aspects of their history may influence their future action, or the actions of others. New laws registering ‘sexual offenders’ have been passed in many industrialised states; globally, women still struggle to escape being judged against real or imputed past sexual behaviour; and few can compel their sexual partners to disclose their history. Courts and human rights advocates tend to divide over the disclosure of HIV status to sexual partners, for example.

Sexual rights advocates working in feminism, post-colonial theory, anti-racism work and same sex politics, need to establish some basic principles (with regard to what affects the ability of women and men, hetero and same sex, to determine their erotic life), as well as resolve legal questions, about disclosure of information to partners or the general public. To arrive at a point where privacy interests and the principle of non-discrimination can be balanced across a range of state obligations to protect others from harm, NGO advocates, scholars and legal experts will need to create room for exploration, without promise of resolution. What can and should be known? By whom? With what limits?

In this exercise, it will be essential to bring together those working on public health, with LGBT, MSM and feminist groups, to contribute to the criteria for state intervention in this area. With regard to human rights law, key issues would be the justifications for invasions of privacy, and limitations on the state’s authority, and the authority of other actors, to invade privacy.
Cautions: The Limits of Rights

Some human rights principles have specific pertinence to sexuality, and must be stressed in order to make sure that debate over sexual rights does not disintegrate into a number of competitive claims between groups that have different interests.

1. Like all rights, sexual rights are limited by the principle that one can only exercise a right until an action harms another.

Rights are not license; conversely, sexual rights should not be more constrained than other rights. The need to limit entitlement in order to ensure respect for the rights of others is a core value of human rights. While sexual diversity itself is threatening to many in authority, sexual rights do not necessarily destroy all rules, but rather change the rules according to which pressure and support can be applied to limit, suppress or punish behaviour.

Once one accepts that historical standards for sexual harm do not satisfy emerging standards for consensual sexual activity (offending the chastity of a woman in the terms of older humanitarian and national laws, for example, does not amount to a violation of sexual autonomy or integrity), then the key question becomes: how does one identify, and give content to, harms that should set limits on sexual action? This is a new problem to be considered in the human rights framework.

2. Some issues lie outside the scope of rights; sexual rights should not be a new vehicle of state control.

Formal rights work has limits. Each room in the house of sexuality may have its outer walls set by rights and law, but it is furnished and lived in through ethical, aesthetic and personal decisions which are outside the bounds of the state’s interest, and outside rights’ proper domain. Sexual satisfaction, devotion, even monogamy and fidelity, are properly outside of rights work. Human rights can ensure that, when men or women or trans persons are hurt, abused, exploited, or suffer discrimination, they have equal and equitable remedies available to them and viable options for a range of ways to live. Rights cannot protect us, however, from jealousy, broken hearts or failed marriages.

The right to pleasure is a persuasive “T-shirt right” (a claim on a T-shirt effective for mobilisation, but not always supported in formal rights standards) but ought not to be advanced formally in a law-oriented human rights context. Tastes are too different, the invitation to another authority to ensure sexual satisfaction too evident. The tendency of health-based rights to create regulatory regimes should be emphasised as an important risk in relation to all aspects of this subject.

A new concern is also emerging around state regulations that purport to protect against sexual harm in cyberspace. State interventions that censor or penalise
people who disseminate material with a sexual content need to be monitored carefully, because they can mask the introduction of policies or security laws that violate general privacy rights.²¹³

These comments support the case for advancing sexual rights through a new approach: to focus on the right to participate and the notion of ‘sexual citizenship’ as ways to promote sexual rights and, more broadly, a politics of global and sexual justice.²¹⁴

3. Laws are not equally felt by all people; repressive sexuality law is more likely to harmfully target or ignore the dispossessed.

Poorer people in all countries are disproportionately constrained in their ability to determine their sexual life. They are also particularly affected by policies criminalising sexuality. This reality must inform all consideration of the rules governing state practice on sex. At the same time, the administrative and law-based state itself is often irrelevant to the lives of many people in the global South.²¹⁵ How to deal with principles of sexual rights in a way that engages with people and their needs, and not just with legal frameworks?

4. Sexual rights talk simultaneously global and local, but local conversations face different processes of change and different histories.

It is now widely understood that global conversations around human rights are not automatically universal. However, the implication of this with regard to sexual rights needs more careful attention. Sexual rights cannot be treated as just another aspect of global vs. local, or universal vs. cultural specificity. History, and the specific trajectories of change around gender and sex, matter too. For example, women in many countries are simultaneously struggling to challenge the unequal structures of traditional marriage, resisting marketisation of new, contemporary forms of ‘companionate marriage’, and facing attacks that they advocate same sex marriage. The notion of same sex marriage crosses borders and enters the public debate before local advocates have themselves formulated a claim. How do we have simultaneous conversations globally without inadvertently forestalling the evolution of these questions locally?

WAYS FORWARD: FOCUS, AUDIENCE AND NEED

By outlining the elements of key rules and principles that underlie jurisprudential developments for sexual rights, this paper has identified the need for

- Research to bring together relevant case law and jurisprudence on sexuality – not limited, as current work tends to be, by the claims of particular issues or claimant interests; and

- Specific inquiry into the use of ‘public health’, ‘public order’ and ‘public morality’ tests to promote (or constrain) state intervention in the domain of
sexuality. This work would resemble development of the Siracusa Principles on the Limitation and Derogation of Provisions in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, but with diverse and contemporary sexuality as a focus. As already noted, the public health test can be brought up to date. It is less clear that the same can be said of public order, public morals and public security.

Advocates and states are already addressing the issue of sexual rights, but lack a shared analytical framework. Anxiety concerning the subject, coupled with lack of cross-cultural information about sexual practice, has complicated efforts to theorise and develop the foundation for an inclusive rights-based approach to sexuality. New standards for legitimate sexual expression and conduct need to be developed. The state’s role in creating the conditions for sexual expression needs to be clarified and integrated with the role of other key actors, such as religious organisations, health institutions, the media and businesses.

While full agreement or even close coordination are neither desirable nor possible, the absence of core agreement – about the nature of sexual harm, the links between sexual and gender expression, the value and danger of state regulation – poses particular problems.

Whatever discussions of this subject occur, the participation of a diverse range of actors will be crucial: across gender, gender identity, age, culture, ethnicity, class, law and other disciplines. Many legal projects are badly conceived or fail because they are not connected to the people most affected by their outcomes: in this case, sex workers, minoritized communities, migrants, people working in sexual health services, as well as those in human rights organisations and government.

This study takes the view that societies and individuals create the meaning of sexuality by political contestation and reflection and experience that change over time and place. It follows that, to develop a coherent, positive and relevant vision of sexual rights, and relate it to human rights, it will be necessary not just to bring together a wide range of participants but ensure they are all committed to working together towards certain principles and practice.

In conclusion, any effort to clarify and deepen conceptual understanding of sexual rights as human rights is a deeply political project. It is political both because of the importance and sensitivity of sexuality and sexual issues, and because this work will help to refashion the relationship between individuals and the state. As noted above, the state is not the only or even the main actor with regard to sexual rights. Nevertheless, where the focus is on formal rights, and on formal law, the state is an essential actor in policy terms, even if the larger understanding is that sexuality takes shape at the intersection of many different social, inter- and intra-personal systems.
In accordance with this understanding, many actors and issues are always in play. It is important to consider the past and the interactions between international and national; and to understand that sexuality is influenced by the history of colonialism, and currently by on-going disputes in international institutions and elsewhere.

Above all, we need to insist on asking ourselves – and others – whether the terms on which we invite states to take action with regard to sex and sexual behaviour support our broader ambition for justice.
Local work on sexuality and rights requires very careful and deliberate research. Part of the task is to show how local forms of repression or acceptance can be usefully and accurately captured in the discourse of international human rights. Giving careful attention to the tension between local and general understandings of sexuality can assist us to say what is in fact respectful of diversity in a rights project. We return to this question in the Conclusion.
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